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Picture taken of Ken & Marge Hoshowski’s 1961 Pontiac
approaching
Berwick On The Park
during the Rolling Senior Tour
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We have featured Ken
Hoshowski’s latest project
before, but he has been happy to have something to
keep him occupied during
this Covid event and is making significant progress on
their 1990 Datsun pickup.
This little truck was purchased new by Ken and
Marge’s son Ken but he was
tragically killed in 2004 and it
went to the other son Doug. He drove it until two years ago when it quit with 318,000 km on the
clock. Ken decided to restore it as a driver in memory of their son Ken.
Ken has found new front fenders and a better box for it and has
sent it out to get the timing chain,
water pump, plug wires and anything else that needs replacing to
get it running. The box has been
cleaned up and is ready for primer
and paint, which will be in its original colour. The cab and interior
are in excellent condition, so not
much work needed there. If there
is a bright side to the Covid virus, it’s that it is a great time to get
some work done on our cars.

Vrgil Lysgaard gave me a phone call recently to inform us that he was given a 1988 Mercedes
AMG 00E 4-door sedan as the previous owner had bashed a hole through the oil pan and the car
was parked for many years. Virg was finally able to find a replacement oil pan from the eastern
USA, installed it, and he says it now
runs like a clock. AMG was a factory
supported hop-up group and is now
part of Mercedes. Virg says that this
car is a Mercedes hotrod!
Virg also told me that he has a buyer coming up to probably purchase his
1973 Citroen SM (the gold one) and it
will be sad to see this very rare car
leave our Chapter.
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Even though I’m not supposed
to be very busy, it seems to be
taking forever to get the “new”
engine installed in our
1962 Meteor. Jake Surline helped me wrestle it in a couple of weeks ago and I have since been
slowly installing all of the accessories. Back in
1993 (according to the records I got with the car)
the entire braking system was replaced but they
were unable to find a replacement power brake
booster so it was converted to a manual system.
Fortunately, Rob, over at NAPA, was able to find
me a rebuilt booster so I now have it back to its
original specs, and hopefully it will also stop better! I haven’t fired it up yet and still have to repaint and install the front valence, bolt on the replated front bumper and hook up a few more
wires.
Sadly, my friend, Syd Nassir, who supervised
the re-assembly of this engine, passed away a
couple of weeks ago and I will think of him whenever we take the Meteor out for a drive.
Syd was a former member of our Chapter and
you may remember his “Syd’s Tune-Up” shops on Valleyview Drive and later on Camosun Crescent. I will miss him and his mechanical expertise. At one time he worked for Rolls Royce on their
jet engines and he could fix anything. Dick

Executive holds Zoom Meeting
I thought you might want to put a note in the Kamshaft that the Executive is still hard at work for our club.
We had an Executive meeting via Zoom on Wed. May 27th. It worked well and it was great seeing our
fellow members Janice Gillis Secretary
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The mystery car for May is a 1932 Marmon V16 four door
limousine.
This luxury car featured a 200 HP, 45 degree, 491 cubic
inch V16 engine.
The engine design process started in 1927, but the engine was not entered into a production car until 1931.
The engine block was cast aluminum with steel cylinder sleeves. The symmetrical design of
the engine (cylinders directly opposite of each other) require the use of fork and blade
connecting rods. As a side note, the Rolls Royce Merlin engine that powered the Hurricane
and Spitfire fighter planes, and the Lancaster bomber also featured fork and blade connecting
rods. The Marmon engine was of an overhead valve design fed by a single, 2 barrel carburetor. At 930 pounds the engine seems very heavy, but was 370 pounds lighter than the Cadillac V16. Walter Teague designed the various bodies that were available. As was normal for
high end luxury cars of that era, the factory produced the chassis, the running gear, and the
body from the firewall forward. The car was shipped to the customers favorite custom body
maker, to be completed to their tastes. Bodies were designed to hide the chassis, with a low
windshield and roof line, and raked radiator.
All these cars were road tested and must be able the exceed 100 MPH before being shipped
to the customer. Selling price was $5,100.00 to $5,400.00 depending on the model. Less the
400 of these cars were
produced. Art Harms
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We met the Sparrows and some other folks and had a spectacular drive to
Clearwater on Saturday, May 9, 2020
for the first ever mobile car show.
There were 108 cars including a lot of
Kamloops and local cars that cruised
around Clearwater in groups with a
pilot car. There was a great turnout of
residents and lots of horn honking and
waving. Followed by a wonderful drive
home the end to the perfect day!

Carolyn
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MOTHER’S DAY CRUISE

MOTHER’S Day MAY 10th
Thanks to Lorraine Finnigan for organizing a
cruise around the side streets of Vallyview &
Juniper on this Sunday.
I apologize for not getting a picture of Ken and
Lorraine with their MG as they led the way for
the rest of us to follow. Editor
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It was arranged that we
would meet at the
Aberdeen Mall
Exactly at 10:30 am we
headed for Cache Creek with a
slight rain hitting the windshield. By the time we got to
Cache Creek the sun was
shining and stayed that way
for the rest of the cruise.

On the hill going in to Cache Creek we stopped at Kim Van Tyne’s Restoration Shop for a visit.
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After our visit people headed for lunch. Some went to “Hungry” Herbies for a burger while others went up
to the Petro-Can for gas and lunch at the bear Claw.

Following lunch people start to return to Kamloops. Some drove through Savona and Tobiano while others
stopped at the view point over looking Kamloops lake for a photo shoot. Wendy & Robert Sparrow

Jerry Wallin Celebrates Birthday

As good friends of Jerry’s, Niki & John Bone organized a VC drive by to help, Jerry
celebrate his 80th birthday.
The gang met at the Westsyde Shopping center. Some signs and balloons were put on the cars
and twe hen headed out to
Jerry’s. The cars were parked
in the vacant lot next door and
keeping their distance people
came over and wished Jerry
all the best for his birthday.
The only ones not safe distancing were the kids chasing
the party balloons,
It was nice to get out and
share birthday wishes to Jerry
with the other members of the
Vintage Car Club.
Thanks to Niki & John for
doing this for Jerry.
Debbie Fransen
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In memory of Captain Jennifer Casey
This was a memorial cruise was for Capt. Jennifer Casey that was killed in the crash of the
Canadian Armed Forces Snowbird aerial team. It was Jennifers idea to have the Snowbirds have a
cross Canada tour to support the First Responders during this COVID-19 pandemic.
I do not know how many cars arrived for the event however the
parking lot was full all the way over from the A & W in the Fortune
Shopping Center to the Bank of Montreal with some cars even over on
the Safeway side of the parking lot.
Approximately 7:00 pm the cruise left the parking lot on to Fortune
Drive turning right at the light to travel up 8th Street to Ord Road.
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It was surprising to see so many Kamloops people standing and in parked cars along the road side
during the cruise showing their support for Jennifer.

After making the round about
at the airport we travelled back
to Tranquille Road to witness
the huge Memorial the people
of Kamloops have created on
the airport fence.
Editor
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In the past Hot Nite In The City has held Poker Runs. With the
uncertainty of HNITC Ron Popove was contacted and it was decided to
have a “Rolling Seniors Tour “ for the seniors living in the various Senior
Homes about town as they did miss seeing the cars.
As there was no idea of how many cars
would show up for this tour it was decided
that a person could start at either Fortune
A & W or Valleyview A & W. Both cruises
would start at 6 pm on Wednesday June
3rd. Those starting in North Kamloops
would tour the homes on the North shore before heading down town. Ending up out at the residence in Orchard Walk. Whereas those starting from
the Valleyview A & W would take the same route however in reverse.
The tour started at 6 pm exactly and headed for the Overlander
Residential as it was one of the Senior homes we were to visit. The residents were outside waiting for us
to arrive. It was sure nice to see them so excited and pleased that we were doing this for them and this
was what it was like at the other locations. We visited 8 Senior homes during the tour.
I could not get an exact count because of the different stating points however in guessing I would say we
had about 20 members come in support of this tour.
No particular order with the pictures as with the distancing rule in place it was hard to get some pictures.
As you can tell Sue tried getting some through the windshield as we on the move.
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When Ron Popove contacted me about this tour I thought he was crazy. However after taking part and
seeing the pleasure that people got as the cars went by I am glad he did it. Thanks Ron. Editor
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You will notice the Classifieds are a repeat as I have not heard anything different
from anyone.
I can still use your personal pictures and stories as with not much happening because of the
virus I do not have a lot to write about. I subscribe to a Canadian Newspaper publication called “Old Autos”.
In the past it has had two sections and they are now down to printing only one section for lack of material.
Email to Editor
A member of the Kamloops Chapter knows someone that works at Overlander Residential Care, and send
an email to Overlander, thanking the staff and residents for participating in the Rolling Senior Tour 2020
Kamloops BC. (read Email reply below) For those who were not on the car tour the residence of Overlander
were in many different areas and all loved the cars driving by. There were smiles and waves and lots of
cheering from all the residences that were out to see the cars go by.

Remarks in an email reply from the Overlander Residential Care Home: - My gals in Elm loved
it. Great event. [C] Thank you so much everyone as this was a team effort, and we truly appreciated all the
staff who were able to help us get outdoors to enjoy the event [S] What great feedback from the Car Club:
so great that they felt their event was appreciated. I was lucky enough to see the parade and it was amazing. Kudos to our wonderful recreation department for their involvement coordinating & supporting this
terrific event. [D]

Elaine Jones is our
sunshine lady.
If you know a member that
could use a ray of sunshine contact Elaine at
joneselaine28@yahoo.ca or 778 470 0369
No cards sent

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time: The secret of a good sermon is to have good beginning and a good ending:
and to have the two as close together as possible
George Burns
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1928 Ford Model A Roadster Pick Up Restoration
[Part 2 of Two for One Deal]
By Peter Sanderson

Having acquired two 1928 Model A Fords in 1981 in the “Two for One Deal” (read previous Kamshaft) the first was completed and was as original as a Tudor could be. It ran great
and was driveable on the road as long as one was patient and had time to enjoy the scenery. It
was a hit in the big 50th wedding anniversary celebrations and then took a back-up role in
Fort St James parades, several weddings and even in a Ghost Walk re-enactment of the gangster Al Capone who reputably visited the Fort, following hand painted wooden signs nailed to
trees, headed for Douglas Lodge Resort on the shores of Stuart Lake, once owned by the sister
of the then owner of the Vancouver Hotel.
The second pile of “junk”, as our neighbours called it, was
waiting to be resurrected. In 1984 we took another trip to
Saskatchewan to visit Celine’s family, of course stopping
in at George Moir, the antique Ford parts dealer in Edmonton, to pick up a few bits and pieces plus a publication
on Model A Ford trucks. You see both cars had originally
been Tudors, and we decided one these was enough so the
second one would be great as a truck. The chassis and engine to the windshield were exactly the same; just the cab
and box had been changed, or so I thought.
Celine’s father, a retired farmer back in the day knew all the farms that had owned Ford
trucks. We drove around many gravel RM grid roads checking out old farm yards. Got excited
when we found a near complete truck with a solid cab resting in a slough. But after referencing the Ford book discovered it was a car body
cut up to make a truck cab with parts of a box
widened out to fit car rear fenders. Interesting
but not quite what we wanted. Eventually Ovila
remembered a farm near Canwood that may
have one and indeed it did--the farmer said it
had been used as a chop bin for the pigs for a
number of years and his son remembered playing in it. Out back we went in the bone yard to
see what was left. It was in a sorry state but we
made a deal-think it was about $50. We proceeded to load the cab portion of a roadster
pick up onto our trailer.
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The farmer told us that the truck had originally been a fuel delivery vehicle for a
company called Five Star. Later when sanding layers of paint and rust off the half door
I found the light outline of the star. Another stop in Canwood found a gentleman
named Edward Duval who had collected old car parts for years and said they were in
an abandoned school yard about 25 miles away. This yielded two front fenders, one
with a rusted out wheel well and two proper wide steel pick up rear fenders. Only trouble was a grader had turned around in the
area and crushed the fenders but they were steel and could likely be salvaged. I shelled
out another $40. Still missing a box, although we had one which had been widened out
by approximately 6” to accommodate the regular car fenders. The tailgate had also
been cut and a patch riveted in to make it fit. So back to the slough for these free pieces. With a nice load of rusty parts we headed back 1500 miles to Fort St James to
amaze our neighbours with our new found treasures.
Restoration meant learning new skills. A lot of metal had rusted on the tub about 4
inches from the bottom. Having been sunk in mud, the bottom rails were remarkably
preserved; where the air and moisture started, that required some
creative patching. Fortunately, being a member of the Volunteer Fire & Rescue, I had
access to some metal from vans in the extraction training grounds so using a newly
purchased Mig welder I learned how to do a patch and reasonable repair job. The fenders were a difficult project as the crushing had stretched the metal and torn the return
on the outer edges, so after lots of hammering, heating and quenching, eventually some
shape came back and with a coating of body filler covered all the remaining defects.
Again my good friend Alvin owner of the local body shop came to the rescue and advised on the correct procedures to finish the body. After many months we were able to
hang various pieces in the paint booth for a coat of Forest Green on the body parts and
black on fenders and spoked wheels. All looked great and shiny until one of the wires
snapped and several pieces hit the floor. The air turned blue--but perseverance pays
off. As the bodywork progressed, I rebuilt the 3 speed gearbox with straight cut gears,
requiring a re-forged lay shaft, bearings and seals. The clutch was a multi disk version
used in the early AR model A and these
had to be relined and re-riveted.
A new starter ring was then installed on
the flywheel using heat to expand the
ring. The motor was next. Through the
Prince George Vintage Car Club I had
met a gentleman restoring an ancient
Rolls Royce who said he would rebuild
and re-Babbitt the bearings in exchange
for the Tudor body. I didn’t need the body
so a good exchange although it looked a
lot as if it had survived the Bonny &
Clyde shootout.
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He delivered the motor and helped install it in the chassis and left with the body, leaving a
motor which wouldn’t turn over. The crank was solid so laying under the chassis and taking
the oil pan off to release the main & end caps, this allowed the crank to rotate and using blueing method to scrape enough Babbitt to allow the motor to turn over fairly easily. Not easy to
do laying on one’s back in the driveway but eventually the motor decided to start. Hurray its
alive!
My Father-in-law came for a visit from Saskatchewan and for a second time worked his
magic reassembling fenders, the body and the box. The rear springs were beefed up on the
pickup which was done at PG Spring & Axle. The soft top was assembled on new metal
boughs and a roof kit supplied by LeBarron Boney Co. in the USA along with the vinyl bench
seats. A new 6V battery was installed to power all of the 2 electrical circuits and starter. Unfortunately the headlights don’t really give enough light to drive over 10 MPH and there is only one red rear light with a built in stoplight which has a cut out metal STOP superimposed
over the bulb. Like many exotic cars the Model A only had one wiper blade which is about 7
in. long and operated by a hand crank attached to the driver’s hand when he wasn’t using hand
signals to indicate direction of travel!
I don’t remember having too much difficulty getting Vintage plates. All ICBC required
were the engine and chassis numbers and
voila! I received the plates and registration--a
much more difficult process today.
It’s fun to drive but getting in & out can be
a challenge due to the narrow doors further
restricted by the fender mounted spare tyre on
the driver’s side. It has been used in a number
of village parades. On one occasion, the
village organized a clown-themed fundraiser
to raise money for the hospital so it was decided to find out how many clowns could fit in a
Mode A Pickup truck so 12 of them managed
to cram on board---some standing on the running boards, the rest squeezed in the cab and
the small box. This was quite a hit. It was also used on short fun outings around Fort St James
and as a work truck used in collecting landscape rocks and soil supplies. The engine always
knocked so I was always worried about those main bearings. Eventually after moving south to
Tappen the motor was pulled out and rebuilt
professionally in Kamloops.
All in the “2 for 1 deal” is yielding many
years of enjoyment and have allowed for the
development of many new skills and given
us the privilege of meeting so many interesting people both in the restoration and each
time we go out for a toot (drive). My hope is
that both these vintage vehicles will
continue to provide happiness to future
generations.
Peter Sanderson
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This was the first Curies for 2020. Jim had us leaving the
Sahali A & W at 2 pm. Although it was starting to rain some
did get a chance to visit before we left.

Some how between traffic lights and the traffic
some of us did not manage to see just what
direction Jim was going. So it ended up some going down the by-pass, Columbia street to Hwy 5 and some
using the Red Bridge. The group did get together between the Halston and Rayleigh for the remaining part
of the trip.

It rained most of the way but that was part of it. When we arrived in Barriere long time club member
(31 years) Dean Mackley came over to visit us while we were parked.
As we left the parking lot we made a detour passed the school as Bob & Michelle Gieselman’s daughter is
the principal there.
On the way home we had to stop for single lane traffic control as
they were doing some paving. Colby the flag person seem to enjoy
having us stop for a few minutes.
The Beddie’s & the
Gieselman’s used the
McClure ferry on their
return trip to Kamloops.
It was a fun day, looking forward to the next venture.
Editor
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John Bone 250-320-6626 boneyard@telus.net
◄◄ 1928 Chevrolet Depot Hack $ FREE
A project complete car less wood body lots of spare parts
I will donate to someone that wants to build the car.
◄◄ 1925 Chevrolet, $2,200 4 door made into a pick up. engine runs, car
dives and stops, body is rough and rusty but makes a good display car. Original Kamloops car. Numbers matching car
►►Yard Art Items, $1. and up
Car parts - engines - wood wheels frames etc… Call for details asI don't
want to scrap these items, but everything must go.

◄◄ 1929 Chevrolet Pick Up $300 Cab
and fenders. Good for yard art, project
or hot rod

1930 Model A
Ford $25,000

56-58 Cadillac power steering pump.
Hedzer Vanderkooi hedzer@telus.net

Completely
Restored. 2 dr.
sedan Lots of extras
parts including motor
and transmission.
Should be looked at to be appreciated .

1962 Meteor Radio antenna
*Dick 250 573 5740
rparkes@telus.net

John Duerksen
250 578 7477
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